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Chapter One

As  Eileen  Brockway  drove  across  more  than  half  the  country  from  Johnson,  Ohio  to

Hollywood, California, the amount and intensity of her thinking could have constituted a serious

threat  to  other  cars  and  drivers  had  there  been  many around.  Indeed,  the  heaviness  of  her

thoughts curiously counterbalanced the lightness of the desert traffic. Eileen had chosen to drive

rather than fly not as an economy measure, although that would certainly have made sense given

that she was living solely on the proceeds of the sale of the Brockway home in Johnson, a fund

that shrank due to expenses more than it increased by investment income. No, the decision to

take to the road was made to create additional time for solitary thought about how Eileen could

somehow salvage some tolerable future out of the spilled milk into which her recent past had

curdled.

Eileen started by rehearsing and analyzing the events that had brought to such an unpretty

pass her own life and that of her son, Kyle, whom she was driving to visit after a prolonged

period of estrangement between them.

She knew, of course, when and how it all started, but, in retrospect, it was difficult for her to

believe how the presence of a real life inhabitant of the silver screen in her breakfast  nook,

discussing elbow to elbow, shortly to be cheek by jowl, how the two would work together in

bringing theatrical enchantment to the culturally unwashed members of the Johnson community

could have led her so quickly to sharing barely stirring sheets with former matinee idol Adrian

Conway, thereby bringing to an end a twenty-year period of marital fidelity to her husband, Dan.

As for the faded and jaded Hollywood star, who had begrudgingly performed his star turn in

Johnson entirely because of the disappearance of demand for his  services elsewhere.  he had

simply, as was his wont, sought sensual comfort with the best available—in Johnson with Eileen

and Kyle Brockway—without the slightest understanding of or concern for the devastating effect

that conduct was having on the star-struck members of the Brockway family. After all, what was



Adrian to do given that he was, as an economy measure, billeted with both beauties in their own

home during the run of Come Back, Little Sheba at Johnson’s very own Benign Albino Theater?

Eileen’s punishment for her sexual indiscretion had been swift and fierce in coming. Within

a cruelly short period of time, an unforgiving Fate, who tended to mix sports metaphors, had

delivered  to  her  a  powerful  one-two punch followed by a  devastating  third  strike.  Adrian’s

announcement  that his  affair  with Eileen had been but a dalliance,  replicated in every town

blessed by his star presence, with the bitterly recalled exception of Decatur, Illinois, and that he

had no intention of taking Eileen or anyone else in Johnson with him back to Hollywood, was

paired with the unexpected disclosure that her son Kyle had himself shared some inappropriately

intimate moments with the visiting star. The cherry on the sundae was, of course, Dan’s news

that he was not only divorcing Eileen, but also moving to San Diego, with Raul Fioravanti as his

partner in law and son Kyle’s former girlfriend, Erin O’Malley as his partner in bed. All in all,

not a great week for Johnson’s most beautiful and much envied prima donna of the local stage.

During the long solo and dusty drive, Eileen mused about her prior vision of traversing the

same territory sitting and sipping opposite Adrian Conway in the first-class cabin of a luxury

airliner. She congratulated herself on her ability to laugh with increasing gusto at the silliness of

that phantom scene.

Eileen  thought  her  son’s  reactions  easier  to  understand.  He,  too,  had  been  blinded  by

Adrian’s aura, even in its faded form. Faced with the sudden dissolution of his parents’ marriage

and deeply shamed by the disclosure that he had shared his estimable physicality with both his

mother’s paramour from Paramount and Erin before his dad came along to capture her heart,

Kyle had simply fled to the relatively sedate fleshpots of the Sunset Strip.

Eventually,  mother  and  son  found  the  physical  and  emotional  distance  between  them

intolerable, and, after a couple of awkward phone conversations, decided that they should meet

in person to have a better go at meaningful communication. What better venue for the visit than

Kyle’s new “home” in Hollywood, where the astral aspirations of both lay in unmarked graves

beneath the town’s star-encrusted Walk of Fame.

In a few hours, Eileen’s curiosity and concern over how her young son had managed this, his

first trip away from home, would be addressed.

* * * *



The first days following Eileen’s arrival in Hollywood were spent in distractive visits to the

usual tourist attractions, both mother and son adhering to an unspoken pact to ease rather than

plunge into the potentially incendiary issues on their joint agenda. Those activities went well

enough to encourage Kyle to introduce his glamorous mother to those of his Tinseltown friends

that were not allergic either to daylight or heterosexuals. Eileen genuinely enjoyed meeting Scott,

who was recently forced to retire from his successful cable TV show, Be a Buddy to Your Body,

because of, ironically, his own declining health. Scott endeared himself to Eileen by crediting

Kyle with foiling a murderous plan to infect an influential, but unsupportive politician with the

AIDS virus as a perverse move to draw public attention to the crisis.

Kyle also introduced Eileen to his closest Los Angelian friend, whom he called “Tash,” a

name that represented a compromise between her real first one, Natalie, and Natasha, a name she

adopted to add a measure of exotic and ethnic gravitas to her Hollywood presence. Eileen liked

Tash, a darkly beautiful soap opera wannabe, and was fascinated by the news that Kyle had

auditioned with her for a part in Tears for Tomorrow, the nation’s soap opera du jour. Although

Eileen was sorry to hear that the audition had landed neither actor a part, she was pleased that

Tash’s perseverance eventually had led to her being cast in the show. Kyle was proud that he

trotted Natasha out, not to obfuscate a resolved homosexual orientation, but rather to indicate

that his options on the matter were open and as yet unexercised.

Eileen’s reaction to Tash, so different from her hostile treatment of Erin O’Malley, whom

Eileen hated  eo instante and  ex officio  when Kyle introduced her as his new girlfriend at the

Brockway’s fateful welcoming party for Adrian Conway back in Johnson, was itself indicative of

the changes that were taking place in the older woman, changes that Kyle picked up on with

great pleasure. Instead of instant jealousy of another beauty who might receive from Kyle part of

the  attention  that  Eileen  had  come  to  consider  totally  hers,  Eileen  was  gracious,  genuinely

interested in Tash’s career, and grateful that her son had found such intelligent and agreeable

companionship.  Eileen  even  showed  signs  of  appreciating  that  the  exact  nature  of  that

companionship was none of her damned business. Tash was reciprocally friendly, and as she

rushed away for a rehearsal with a new actor that was joining the cast of Tears for Tomorrow,

expressed both regret that her encounter with Eileen had been so brief and the hope that they

would soon have the opportunity to meet again. Neither woman realized at that time just how

plentiful and significant those opportunities would be.



* * * *

The mutual avoidance of life-altering issues might have gone on longer but for Eileen’s

beginning to add her expert decorative flourishes to Kyle’s sparse West Hollywood apartment.

This forced Kyle to announce his decision to leave Hollywood, which, in turn, put an end to the

home decorating and, more importantly, took the mother/son conversations to a more meaningful

level.

For starters, they each realized that they had not only been blinded and tripped up by the

dust that Adrian had left them in, but that they had behaved much like the neighborhood cats,

sniffing the tires and bumpers of recently driven cars in an apparent effort to capture the magic of

faraway places, unaware that the truly sustaining elements of their lives, all nine of them, lay

nearer by at a place provincially called “home.”

“Don’t get me wrong, Mom, I’m not sorry I came out here. I think I’ve learned a lot, at least

about goals I don’t want to pursue. Look at Adrian. He pursued and achieved them and we both

know where that left him. I’m a lot less clear about the goals I want to go after, but, hell, I’m still

young.”

“Yes, you surely are that,” quietly observed one less so.

Kyle’s, “I didn’t mean…” was spoken through a bitten tongue.

“I know, son,” was spoken even more quietly.

Despite this  potent moment of sympathetic understanding, Kyle was not yet prepared to

share  with  Eileen  his  further  thought  that  his  undetermined  career  goals  and  his  sexual

uncertainties were somehow mutually dependent in the sense that once his means of making a

meaningful living were set, his personal orientation would correspondingly fall in place. This

prediction was more of hope than a certainty for Kyle, but at his age, hope counted.

A conclusion that mother and son were willing to articulate jointly was that for a person with

the patient and pliable good nature of Dan Brockway to leave his family and equally beloved

hometown  required  intense  provocation,  and  they  freely  acknowledged  their  respective

contributions to it. As much as Eileen and Kyle would have loved to adopt a narrative wherein all

three family members bore some responsibility for its disintegration, looking back, they could

not honestly and in good conscience so conclude.



* * * *

The past proved easier to evaluate than the future was to plan.

To begin with, it  was far from a foregone conclusion that both of them would return to

Johnson. The left-behind Brockways’ only tie to their hometown was a modest two-bedroom

townhouse that Eileen had rented there following the sale, for a very handsome price, of the

Brockway home, which Dan had deeded to Eileen as her sole property as part of the Brockway

divorce settlement.

Eileen and Kyle had considered other options, under the popular film-fueled theories that

new places, new friends, new every thing stimulated, or at least provided, a fertile setting for new

and improved behavior. But at the end, they resisted the lure of this lore and with apologies to

Frank Sinatra, Liza Minelli, and countless other cabaret noisemakers, joked that if they couldn’t

make it  in Johnson, they weren’t likely to make it anywhere.  Besides, if the man they most

respected at that moment had discovered reasons to love the place, surely there must be some

significant values there, some unplumbed depths that had thus far been eluding them.

Eileen  and  Kyle  agreed  that  merely  returning  together  to  Johnson  was  an  insufficient

beginning of what would most likely be a twelve-step plan for personal redemption and recovery.

A little  non-sea  surfing  provided an  adventurous high-risk  suggestion  that  would  more  than

satisfy the couple’s shared love of the theatrical. With a blend of apprehension and determination

in their four eyes, Eileen and Kyle clasped hands and exclaimed, “Let’s do it!”

* * * *

The  University  of  California  at  San  Diego  was  famous  for  its  graduation  ceremonies.

Challenged to compete with the natural beauty of that kingdom by the sea called La Jolla, the

school laid out on its campus an outdoor display of covered chairs,  satin ribbons and bows,

flowers, and a stage that Cleopatra herself would have been happy to launch as her personal

means of transport.

Arriving guests were handed heavy ivory vellum programs with gold lettering and tassels.

The names of  all  the graduates  were listed in alphabetical  order in  a  fussy but  still  tasteful

twelve-point font. However, the name of the featured speaker, Erin O'Malley Brockway, received

fourteen-point treatment.



It was appropriate that the setting suggested an elegant wedding, for seated in a generally

glowing front row of the audience were the stars of a recent one—Dan, the groom, Raul, the best

man,  and the mother and father of the bride.  The bride herself  had a speaking commitment

onstage. Toward the end of the ceremony, the fourteen-pointer rose from her seat and delivered a

stunning  valedictory  which  brought  the  audience  to  its  feet  in  enthusiastic  applause,  none

clapping more energetically than her new husband.

But Dan and Erin were not the only Brockways present. In a standing-room-only area roped

off from the rows of chairs for invited guests, were Dan’s ex-wife, Eileen, and his very non-ex-

son,  Kyle.  What  made the approaching surprise  “family”  reunion even more  exotic  was,  of

course, that the new bride and valedictorian had been for a short time back in the Brockway’s

hometown of Johnson the girlfriend of Dan’s son, Kyle. Not exactly the stuff of Greek tragedy,

but close.

After much soul searching and mind scraping, Eileen and Kyle had concluded that their

presence was not only appropriate but necessary. As they edged their way forward through the

dispersing standing-room-only crowd to place themselves squarely in the path of those leaving

their  reserved  seats  at  the  conclusion  of  the  graduation  ceremony,  each  was  becoming

increasingly nervous about the approaching reunion with this pair of exes—Dan, Eileen’s, and

Erin, Kyle’s. Eileen and Kyle both knew that these exes were now living anywhere but in the

past, and while in the joyous throes of a new marriage and graduation triumphs—both holding

such great promise of future success and happiness. Seeing two pro/antagonists from their prior

life  in  Johnson was  the  last  thing  they expected,  and most  probably desired  on  this  sunny,

California dreaming, La Jolla afternoon.

Nevertheless, this meeting, as awkward and uncomfortable as it might be, was an essential

step in a twelve-step program mother and son had devised to recover some sense of purpose and

direction in  their  lives—lives  which had been cast  adrift,  torn asunder, or  more plainly put,

fucked up by the entrance into their lives of Adrian Conway.

There  was  no  denying  that  the  decision  to  show  up  at  Erin’s  graduation  ceremony

unannounced was taken by Eileen and Kyle partly because of their enthusiasm for the dramatic.

But  more  than  that,  they feared  that  advance notice might  have  resulted  in  a  rebuff,  which

wouldn’t do. An actual meeting in person was an integral part of their plan. They agreed that

facing Dan and his new bride in a way and under circumstances that would amount to both a



confession  of  error  and  an  abandonment  of  recrimination  was  needed.  Erin’s  upcoming

graduation ceremonies in nearby San Diego had struck them both as the perfect setting for a brief

but telling encounter, which was now about to happen.

* * * *

Erin was the first to spot the nervous couple standing near the exit.  The scene was like

meeting arriving passengers at an airline terminal, except that Eileen and Kyle carried no signs.

Fired by her inherently generous nature, stoked by the acclaim she had just received by those

attending her valedictory address, Erin wildly exclaimed, “Kyle!” and ran into his arms, which

quickly became welcoming ones. Turning to Eileen, who was clearly too rigid either to offer or

accept an embrace, Erin enveloped a tentative hand in both of hers as one would apply warmth to

a fallen skier. Eileen responded with a smile that, though wan, betrayed a sincere sense of relief.

Knowing just how to apply a different kind of warmth to the meeting, Erin effused, “Mrs.

Brockway, you look absolutely wonderful! Doesn’t she, Kyle? Just beautiful!”

“Thank you, my dear, but you’re Mrs. Brockway now. How about we make it Erin and

Eileen?”

“Perfect,” Erin agreed.

While this delicate détente was in progress, Dan had grabbed his son in a wordless embrace,

which produced instant tears from both. Brushing his aside, Dan turned to Eileen, unsure of the

kind  of  welcome  he  would  receive  from  that  quarter.  Eileen  seized  the  initiative  with  an

outstretched hand and a somewhat diluted version of her usual dazzling smile.

“Hello,  Dan.  You’re  looking  very  well.”  At  tense  times  like  these,  it  seemed  that

introductory  conversation  inevitably  turned  to  comments  on  physical  appearance.  The  only

subject that could conceivably be less relevant or consequential would have been the weather,

but as San Diego had only one kind—perfect—that would have been pointless.

“You, too, Eileen. It was wonderful of you to come. We really appreciate it.” Dan thought

that it might have been better to avoid “we” so early in the exchange, but it was too late to do

anything about it.

The  shakier  bridges  of  the  occasion  having  been  crossed,  Raul  warmly  greeted  the

unexpected guests. He then introduced the pseudo intruders to Erin’s proud parents whom Eileen



and Kyle knew casually back in Johnson and were somewhat surprised to see so far away from

there.

“We flew out yesterday,” said Colette O’Malley. “We couldn’t very well miss our daughter’s

graduation.”

“Particularly a daughter who gave such a glorious speech,” Eileen added.

“Thank you, Eileen,” answered Erin, emphasizing her recently authorized use of Eileen’s

first name.

Continuing with the small talk, Erin’s father asked, “When did you all fly in?”

“We drove, actually,” Eileen answered.

“From Los Angeles,” said Kyle.

“From Ohio by way of Los Angeles.” Eileen clarified the itinerary in the interest of full

disclosure.

Realizing that this gang of seven was creating a bit of a bottleneck, Erin’s father moved the

group away from the entrance with an invitation.

“Look, we’ve reserved a table at The Marine Room to celebrate. You’ll join us, of course.”

There was no need for Eileen or Kyle to consult, even with glances, before answering.

“That’s a lovely invitation and we thank you for it, but we have other plans.” Eileen knew

that only a bald-faced lie like that would stifle further insistences.

“But what about…”

“We’d love to, but we can’t. Why don’t you all walk us to our car? It’s not far and we can

talk some more.”

“Well, I guess if…” Erin’s father started to say.

“Please,” Eileen insisted softly, taking his arm. So with that, Raul and the members of two

curiously reconstituted families made their way to a parking lot that would provide for mother

and son the starting point of a journey with one important milestone already behind them and

several more daunting ones ahead.

* * * *

When Eileen and Kyle had said their farewells to Dan, Raul, Erin, and her parents, they

agreed that the reunion was well worth doing and that it had come off successfully.



The first indication that mother and son were on a path of unconscious parallelism was their

decision, arrived at independently and shared almost accidentally, to alter their homeward bound

itinerary by eliminating a layover among the pagan palaces of Las Vegas in favor of a visit to

Hoover Dam, where Eileen snapped a picture of Kyle with his finger seeming to penetrate the

majestic  façade,  and an  extra  couple  of  days  communing with  nature  in  the  Grand Canyon

National Park.

As there was no time to donkey-down the canyon cliffs, and even less to raft the icy waters

at the canyon’s floor, Eileen and Kyle settled on a short helicopter ride between the canyon’s

rims. Their companions in the flying machine were members of a bikers’ club who, after hopping

on board, were asked to deplane for the purpose of shedding the more heavily stud-encrusted

items of  their  road-warrior  wardrobe.  It  was a bit  disconcerting to  think that  the amount  of

weight the craft was capable of lifting was so finely calibrated. Eileen was happy that she had

left the chunkier items in her jewelry case back in Johnson.

The crimson-orange chasms of the canyon, as illuminated by the setting sun, reminded the

couple of  the  hopefully more negotiable  distance between where  they were  and where they

eventually wanted to be—not the Johnson they had fled, but rather the town they would come to

be proud to call home.

* * * *

Seated around a window table at La Jolla’s fabled Marine Room, where walled photographs

faithfully  recorded  the  day  when  giant  waves  crashed  through  those  windows,  turning  the

restaurant’s plush  carpets  into  an ocean floor  and its  elegant  appointments  into  flotsam and

jetsam, the five celebrants  conspicuously avoided any mention of the surprise  attendance of

Eileen and Kyle at the graduation ceremony they were now celebrating, but it was uppermost in

their minds.

Rather,  conversation  centered  on  the  newlyweds’  plan  to  move  into  a  two-bedroom

apartment in Chula Vista, the second largest city in San Diego County, a couple of floors away

from law partner Raul’s studio unit in the same complex. Always bright beyond borders, Erin

served her twin duties of being a supportive spouse and serving her infant career by accepting,

among  many  offers,  a  position  as  research  associate  in  the  drug  development  division  of

American Home Products conveniently located but a few blocks away from the new law offices



of (Dan) Brockway & (Raul) Fioravanti.  This proximity and Erin’s flex-time work schedule

allowed her to serve also as part-time receptionist in her husband’s and Raul’s law office—a

position  she  very  soon  expanded  to  include  paralegal  responsibilities.  Never  were  support

services so effectively leveraged for the benefit of the fledgling firm’s bottom line profitability.

Passersby, originally attracted by the novelty of such good looking new faces in town, were,

however, slow to become actual clients.

The  trio  of  former  Johnsonites  found  in  this  San  Diego  suburb  more  similarities  than

differences from their mid-Western hometown. There were the same proverbial tracks, the right

and wrong sides  of  which  separated  and classified  different  neighborhoods,  the  residents  of

which were more ethnically diverse than those in Johnson. Local politics were similarly devoted

to a sort of subtle corruption that caused public roads in the “nice” environs to be paved and

unnecessarily  re-paved  to  a  silken  sheen,  while  streets  in  less  favored  neighborhoods  were

neglected in the interests of providing unlucky motorists increasingly exciting amusement park

experiences.

The offices of Brockway & Fioravanti  were located in downtown Chula Vista in a  tidy

industrial park just a few doors down from the county courthouse. Nearby, on the city’s main

drag,  were mom-and-pop shops barely keeping their  fiscal heads above water, squeaky-clean

banks that didn’t help them with these challenges all that much, the usual franchise eateries, a

decent  library,  a  movie  house,  and  a  live  theater  that  seemed  to  be  more  than  capable  of

adequately serving the community’s barely perceptible appetite for non-electronic entertainment.

Rattling along the western margin of the town was the San Diego Trolley which,  especially

during highway rush hours, was a far more efficient means of transporting passengers to and

from downtown San Diego and, when from, beyond to the Mexican border. The stories about

exotic nights spent in Tijuana that the newcomers to Chula Vista might have heard years before

had  been  replaced with  cautions,  bordering  on injunctions,  about  the  improvidence  of  even

considering current exposure to Mexico and its corrupt military and police forces.

One major difference between Johnson and Chula Vista was the latter’s neighbor to the west,

Coronado Island, with its picture-perfect Silver Strand beachfront, the iconic Dell Hotel, featured

in Billy Wilder’s hit comedy, Some Like It Hot, and an elegant bridge that connected the island to

downtown San Diego, which itself was fully equipped to satisfy both the needs of businessmen

and the wants of pleasure pursuers seeking surfeit.



If there was a fly in the ointment, sand in the gear, or a good old fashioned bummer, it was

that the gorgeous Pacific Ocean beaches from Coronado’s Silver Strand northward to the coves

of La Jolla were lapped by waters with temperatures that even in summer perked nipples and

shrank testes. This explained the profusion of surfers who were able to don rubberized armor to

neutralize the chill, and in fact, Erin, Dan, and Raul became familiar surfing figures. Erin joked

that Silver Strand could describe not only their favorite beach but also hairs that were cropping

up at the temples of the lawyer members of the virtually inseparable trio.

Yes, all in all, Chula Vista and environs were a more-than-adequate provider of a balanced

menu of athletic expression, professional challenge, and social fulfillment.
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